
TABLE n. 9 AUGUST 1981 LONGITUDINAL PROFILE 
OF GORNERA WATER QUALITY 

Distance from pH Conductivity Water temper- Local 
portal ature time 
m lIS cm-1 ·C h 

0 7.20 12.4 l.l 16.14 
100 7.48 9.9 1.3 16.25 
200 7.36 10.4 1.4 16.33 
300 7.35 9.8 1.4 16.40 
400 7.40 9.1 1.5 16.46 
500 7.39 9.9 1.5 16.54 
600 7.45 9.4 0.9 17.02 
700 7.25 9.2 1.3 17.08 
900 7.20 10.2 1.4 17.16 

Table 11 is interpreted to show the pro-glacial stream is 
already equilibrated with atmospheric CO2 before reaching 
the glacier porta!. This profile was measured as before, on 
9 August 1981 (Q~ 15-17m3 s-1, air temperature = 8-9°C, 
barometric pressure z 0.792 bar), a partly sunny afternoon. 
Conductivity and pH are relatively constant throughout the 
profile. The water appears to warm generally down-stream 
during re-aeration, but not in a continuous manner, due to 
sampling different water parcels. All variables exhibit some 
scatter attributable to sampling different parcels of water. 

I conducted the 9 August 1981 traverse by running and 
jumping over the boulders between sampling locations. In 
summer, it is unlikely one individual will be able to sample 
the same water parcel at many down-stream locations on a 
swiftly flowing, pro-glacial stream, such as the Gornera. In 
winter, such sampling is just possible in a steep valley by 
skiing. Although an inept skier, I was able to sample this 
way at Nisqually Glacier in 1977 and 1984. An easier 
approach is to use field assistants or recording instruments, 
if the resources are available. 

I gratefully acknowledge the extensive data on longi
tudinal dispersion in glacial streams furnished by Professor 
Dr W. Ambach , prior to planning field sampling strategies. 
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SIR, 

The faces of ice 

In spending a few months working at the Scott Polar 
Research Institute, I had the pleasure of meeting Charles 
Swithinbank and Hilda Richardson. In the course of 
explaining my purpose in Cambridge, which was to write a 
book on the growth and decay of ice, I took pains to 
disqualify myself as a glaciologist. This declaration 
immediately produced wistful and knowing smiles from both 
of them, for reasons I have since discovered. Despite some 
20 years of working on various ice problems, I still had a 
narrow view of the glaciologist and it is evidently a widely 
b.eld view. In this letter, I have been bold enough to 
suggest a possible remedy to this perennial perception 
problem. 

The four main chapters of my book each deal with ice 
in a particular context which, upon reflection, suggests to 
me that the glaciological community at large may admit to a 
useful contextual taxonomy. Given the Society's general 
definition of glaciology as "the study of snow and ice", I 
suggest the following contextual sub-divisions: 

Geo-glaciology, dealing with ice in and on the Earth: snow 
and glacier ice; avalanches; ice caps and ice sheets; aufeis 
and needle ice; permafrost; ice lenses, wedges, and other 
forms of ground ice. 

Hydro-glaciology, dealing with ice in and on water: sea ice, 
icebergs; lake and river ice; ice shelves; frazil, anchor, 
slush, and pancake ice; ice in channels and conduits. 

Aero-glaciology, dealing with ice in the air: snow, sleet, and 
hail; ice crystals, frost, hoar, and rain; accretion on land-, 
sea-, and airborne structures. 

Bio-glaciology, dealing with ice in and on bio-organisms: 
snow and frost coatings; ice in biofluids; ice in unicellular 
organisms; ice in plants; ice in animals; ice in foods . 

It is not difficult to construct other contexts such as astro
glaciology and eco- glaciology. 

If such terms were adopted, their common use would 
do much to identify glaciological specialists who may then 
possess a greater sense of their particular community. 
Reticence to acknowledge the glaciological label might then 
evaporate, as it evidently has in radio-glaciology, which is 
not a contextual division but an aspectual one. Again, it is. 
not difficult to imagine other aspects: chemo-glaciology, 
electro-glaciology, thermo-glaciology, rheo-glaciology, and so 
on. 

I know of no attempt to develop a taxonomy of 
glaciology on contextual and aspectual lines. May I suggest 
that an attempt to do so, through international discussion, 
would be more than an academic exercise. It would tell us 
more about ourselves, about each other, and may flood the 
membership department with the names of people who, like 
me, suddenly realize that they have been glaciologists all 
along. 
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